Abstract-Random dot kinematograms present a patch of random dots, uniformly displaced from one frame to the next. We have re-examined the question of whether the limiting displacement for this short-range apparent motion is determined by the retinal angle or by the number of pixels across which the patch is displaced; our data support the former hypothesis. The number of dots in the patch is not a confounding variable, and in fact has very little effect. Increasing the area of the patch does increase the displacement limit, apparently due to the invasion of greater retinal eccentricities.
INTRODUCTION
The sensation of a smoothly moving textured planar surface can be elicited by "random dot kinematograms", in which a contiguous patch of randomly positioned dots is uniformly displaced from one frame to the next, in apparent motion (Anstis. 1970; Julesz, 1971) . These stimuli are of great interest because analogously to random dot stereograms, they provide an instance of figure-ground segregation in which the only possible cue for segregation is the spatio-temporal relationship of successive frames.
That we can perceive motion in such patterns at all is of great interest, since it implies that the motion detection process, like stereopsis, is sophisticated enough to solve a "correspondence problem". That is, any individual dot in a particular frame will be followed by many random dots in nearby locations in the following frame, in addition to the dot in the location corresponding to the introduced displacement. Any process which simply responded to local dot pairings would signal many "false pairs", leading to perception of haphazard local motion. In order to make the correct correspondences only, the system must incorporate some "global" process, in the sense of a process which combines information from an extended set of dots. The analogous problem has been widely discussed in the case of stereopis (Julesz, 1971; Marr and Poggio: 1976) . A particular algorithm for solving this "correspondence problem" in the case of motion has been suggested by Uliman, 1979) . Braddick (1974) demonstrated that the perceived segregation of a coherently moving region elicited by random dot kinematograms is mediated by a "short range process" which operates only for short interstimulus intervals (less than 100 msec between successive frames) and small displacements (less than about 1.5 min arc). For displacements greater than this limit the motion-detecting process evidently becomes unable to establish the appropriate correspondence between successive frames, resulting in an impression of randomly-directed local motions. The processes responsible for apparent motion in classical stroboscopic displays, in contrast, operate over much longer interstimulus intervals and displacements (see Braddick (1980) for a review of the evidence for this dichotomy). Lappin and Bell (1976) independently recognized that perception of random dot kinematograms is mediated by a process different in character from classical apparent motion. But, in contradiction to Braddick (1974) , they presented evidence that the limiting displacement for correct motion perception was determined by the size of the displacement expressed as a number of array positions ("pixels"), rather than the retinal angle of the displacement.
These two views on the nature of the spatial limit carry rather different implications for the constraints dominating the underIying motion-detecting process. A fixed pixel limit would correspond to a limited number of possible false pairings of dots that could be handled; Lappin and Bell's (1976) cross-correlation model is essentially of this kind. A visual angle limit is more consistent with a process that only evaluates pairings over a fixed spatial range ; such a range might be determined, for instance, by the dimensions of receptive field subunits at some point in the visual pathway.
The essential idea of both Braddick's (1974) and Lappin and Bell's (1976) experiments was to vary pixel spacing, and determine whether psychophysical performance was governed by the displacement, expressed as a number of pixels, which had not changed, or by the retinal angle of the displacement, which had changed. Lappin and Bell (1976) made this comparison for cases in which the size of the displaced patch, in pixels, was held constant (with a consequent co-varying change in retinal angle of the patch area). Braddick, however, chose to compare patches subtending equal retinal angles, with a conse-
